REIMAGING CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Bringing together leading advocates for criminal justice reform, in February the Criminal Justice Program and UCLA Law's Criminal Justice Law Review hosted a symposium titled “Reimaging the Criminal Justice System.” The keynote speech was delivered by Constitutional Rights Foundation Executive Director Vince Warren. Other panelists included Gabor’s former President Josephratek, Los Angeles County Sheriff Villaraigosa and Taylor alumni Jennifer Chacon and Ricardo DeLeon. The symposium encouraged attendees to reimagine solutions to issues that perpetuate inequality within law enforcement, the practice of public defense and its carceral facilities.

CONNECTING ART AND JUSTICE

Blending art and action in a series of events at UCLA and two area juvenile detention facilities, lawyers, artists, activists and people impacted by the criminal justice system came together in April for the inaugural Connecting Art and Justice for Literate Futures Festival. Artists Vito DiFlorio and Chuck D participated alongside state Sen. Holly Mitchell (D-Los Angeles) and many others. Glover and Bryan, both directors of the Prison Law Program at UCLA, opened the festival with an event with youth at Central Juvenile Hall. Simultaneously, artists and activists Mary and Aloe Blacc led hip hop and poetry workshops at Barry J. Nidorff Juvenile Hall in Sylmar.

CLINIC GARNERS PARDONS FOR 5

Students in UCLA School of Law’s Criminal Defense Clinic played a key role in earning gubernatorial pardons for five Southern California residents in 2018. All five clients of the clinic came to the U.S. when they were children and, without the pardon, would have faced a possible deportation under current federal policy. Under the direction of clinic director Ingrid Eagly, students prepared detailed information and procured letters of support for their clients, and submitted the materials to the office of then-Gov. Jerry Brown, who then issued the pardons. Eight law students — Viviana Arcia ’18, Tara Brown ’18, Phoebe Kashe ’18, Mimi Marquis-Auci ’18, Kelly Miller ’19, Elvis Harris ’19, Kyle Peters ’18 and Jorge Allocks ’19 — worked on the initiative.

YOUTH AND JUSTICE

In Fall 2018 students at UCLA Law’s Youth and Justice Clinic authored a report, entitled “Ensuring the Well-Being of Incarcerated Young People,” that highlighted race in Los Angeles County’s treatment of pregnant teens and women behind bars. The report prompted the Los Angeles Board of Supervisors to unanimously approve a motion to investigate the issue and improve conditions. The report, written by 11 students in the clinic, was vetted by Judge Nanda, then UCLA Law’s Binder Clinical Teaching Fellow, now a faculty member at Golden Gate University School of Law.

GIFT CREATES FELLOWSHIP IN PRISON LAW

The Bien-Kahn family and the civil rights law firm of Rosen, Bien, Galvan and Grunfeld made a generous gift to endow a new UCLA Prison Law and Policy Program fellowship. The Jane Kahn Prison Law Fellowship, named for the late, long-time prisoners’ rights lawyer and mental health advocate, goes to law students working with Professor Sharon Dolovich and Criminal Justice Program Associate Director Alicia Virani to further the program’s mission. Judaer Faber ’15 is the inaugural Kahn Fellow.

NEW COURSES IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE

In 2018 the Criminal Justice Program added new courses including:

• Current Topics in Criminal Law, which explores the legal and policy implications of issues including civil asset forfeiture, opiate abuse, marijuana legalization, mass incarceration, reentry, juvenile justice reform and pandemic death row.

• Zoloth’s Legacies in the Criminal Context, which examines the extent to which the professional roles of prosecutors and defense attorneys contribute to or detract from public values including fairness, nondiscrimination, equality, public safety, and morality.

• Pay or Stay: An Exploration of the Bail System in America, which examines the money bail system and gives students the opportunity to work with the Los Angeles County Office of the Public Defender to represent clients in bail hearings and advocate for their release.

• An Envisioning the Lawyer’s Role: Transformed Litigation and Reintegration/Transformative Justice, a January Term short course.

Criminal Justice Program Leaders

Máximo Langer, Faculty Director, delivered presentations on international criminal justice at multiple U.S. law schools and in eight foreign countries, and was named a member of the American Council on the Law of International Law. His upcoming publications include “The United Nations and the International Criminal Tribunal” (with MacKenzie Eason), 30 European journal of international law (forthcoming).

Alicia Virani ’06, Associate Director, is a former deputy public defender with a background in juvenile and restorative justice.

Robin Steinberg, Gilbert Foundation Senior Fellow, is the founder and former executive director of The Bronx Defenders and CEO of the Bail Project.

Selected Faculty

Professor Jennifer Chacon authored “Prosecutors and the Immi-
grant Enforcement System,” in The Oxford Handbook on Pro-
secution and Prosecution, Oxford University Press (forthcoming).

served UCLA Law’s 2019 Rotten Award for Excellence in Teaching.

Professor Deborah Hunter gave talks on “Eighteenth Amendment Exception Cases” at the University of Chicago, UCLA University of Michigan Law Policy and Roundtable and elsewhere. Her book, co-authored with The New Criminal Justice: Thinking (W. W. Norton, 2017), was issued in paperback.


Professor Suzanna Petal directs the UCLA Veterans Justice Law Clinic and focuses on police misconduct, migrant rights, and rights litigation and social movement theory.

Professor Joanna Schwartz co-authored “Administrative Antisemitism” (with Mark Stern) Supreme Court acting summarizing
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The UCLA School of Law, located in the heart of Los Angeles, is one of the top law schools in the country. The School is renowned for its exceptional faculty and students, as well as its cutting-edge curriculum and innovative programs. The School is committed to preparing tomorrow’s leaders in law and policy, with a focus on social justice and public service. For more information, please visit law.ucla.edu. 